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QUESTION 1

A company needs to replicate a database from its main office to a disaster recovery site 3,000 km away with a five
minute recovery point objective. 

Which type of replication should the company use to replicate the data? 

A. Synchronous 

B. Asynchronous 

C. Multi-synchronous 

D. Local replication 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A database administrator (DBA) is complaining of slow write performance to a storage array. The DBA would like to
have access to real-time performance reporting of the storage array to correlate array performance with database
performance. 

Following SNIA Storage Security Best Current Practices, what should you do while limiting administrative complexity? 

A. Create a generic administrative ID with limited administrative rights to the storage array and provide it to all members
of your organization\\'s DBA team for performance troubleshooting. 

B. Create a read-only view of performance graphs for the LUNs presented to database hosts and add the DBAs user ID
access. 

C. Create a nested administrative sub-group that has access to all performance data and 

D. administrative settings for the LUNs presented to database hosts and add the DBAs user ID to the nested sub-
group. 

E. Create a nested administrative sub-group that has access to all performance data and 

F. administrative settings for the LUNs presented to database hosts and add the DBA team\\'s user group to the nested
sub-group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A small business with an IP SAN and NAS storage is experiencing slow response times on the servers which have NAS
storage resources. 

Which two should the storage administrator monitor to determine the root cause? (Choose two.) 

A. Latency per NAS port 
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B. IOPS per NAS port 

C. Link speed per NAS port 

D. MBps per NAS port 

E. I question the question 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company\\'s Service Level Agreement (SLA) requires that no more then one hour\\'s worth of data be lost in case
of a system crash. The data must also be restored within 10 hours. 

Which two RTO/RPO combinations meet the SLA? (Choose two.) 

A. RTO 1 hour, RPO 10 hours 

B. RTO 10 hours, RPO 1 hour 

C. RTO 9 hours, RPO 1 hour 

D. RTO 1 hour, RPO 9 hours 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to visibly verify FC port initialization by reading an analyzer trace. Your objective is to find the frames
associated with the initialization protocol to ensure that the FC device is operating correctly during the login process, to
be recognized as part of the switched fabric, and appear in a directory of attached FC devices. 

What must all Fibre Channel devices do to accomplish this? 

A. Log in using the Name server. 

B. Log in using the Fabric Controller. 

C. Log in using the Management server. 

D. Log in using the Fabric Login server. 

Correct Answer: D 
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